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Locally owned and family-operated, Sarasota Paint—Nokomis is 
regarded by many as a hub of experts for all painting purposes. 
For years, owner David Jasik has built his business and personal 
life around a profound principle. “My life is all about the people,” 
he says. “Whether they are customers, employees, or vendors, we 
always seek to positively impact our community and create lasting 
relationships.” Since purchasing the original Sarasota location from 
his father in 1988, David has successfully established locations in 
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Bradenton, Lakewood Ranch, and Nokomis while working side 
by side with his two sons, David and Jonathan. As the family’s 
Nokomis store continues to flourish, Dave attests, “We thank our 
wonderful customers for welcoming us into the community.”

While it’s true that creating an ideal atmosphere begins with the 
perfect hue, it’s often the unplanned steps that cause delay in 
completion when designing an interior or exterior area. As David 
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advises, “Painting a new surface can seem complicated, but 98 
percent of all problems are due to using the wrong product or 
poor surface preparation. Our team likes to gather information 
from customers first. By knowing about a customer’s current 
color scheme, flooring style, square footage, budget, and 
expectations, we can prevent the majority of problems before 
they happen.”

Knowing how different paints respond to a variety of textures, 
materials, temperatures, and lighting allows these local 
Picassos to ensure your efforts warrant an impressive job. As 
David informs, “A paint’s performance power comes from the 
quality of pigment and resin it contains. How these variables 
interact can result in additional benefits.” Working with 
stubborn surfaces, like exterior walls and garage floors? Opt for 
a durable product to withstand the elements and learn about 
primers, sealers, and top coats that can keep your finished 
work in lasting condition. David assures, “We focus on getting 
it right the first time by helping people make educated, cost-
effective decisions along the way.” 

As a neighborhood shop, Sarasota Paint—
Nokomis uses its dedication and flexibility 
to exceed customer satisfaction. “We 
offer solutions to any problem and have 
top-notch recommendations for reliable 
contractors,” adds David. “We value 
outstanding service and, if necessary, will 
recruit resources to accomplish what the 
customer needs.”     

This neighborhood shop offers plenty of 
shopping options. Become a VIP member 
and gain access to featured discounts 
and coupons that can be redeemed when 
ordering online, with convenient in-store 

oving into a new home has a way of feeling like embarking on a fresh start. The opportunity to style 
a new space that reflects our unique personalities is an exciting undertaking often requiring time to 
ponder on many decorating choices, themes, and colors. At Sarasota Paint—Nokomis, this team of 
paint professionals is available to newcomers, local businesses, and everyday self-starters who want 
to complete projects using valuable time-saving skills, tips, and tricks. M

Danny Mills (left),  
Mick Weber and the  
Sarasota Paint—Nokomis 
team can help you choose  
the best paint for  
your project.

pickup available, or shopping in the store. Discover Sarasota 
Paint—Nokomis, where you can enjoy all the benefits of working 
with the pros without the extra costs.

For more information about this advertorial, log on to 
SarasotaPaint.com, or call 941.244.2916. Located at 221 South 
Tamiami Trail in Nokomis in the Palm Square Plaza, Sarasota 
Paint—Nokomis is open from 6:30 a.m. to 5 p.m. Mon. through 
Fri. and 7:30 a.m. to 1 p.m. on Sat. 
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Make your backyard part of your home with patio furniture and a relaxing spa!
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